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[Answer any Five of the following questions. The figures in the right margin indicate marks]
1. a Explain the following concepts: Target capital structure, Optimum capital structure, Capitai

structure policy.
3

The Neal Company wants to estimate next year's return on equity (ROE) undei different
leverage ratios. Neal's total assets are Tk.18 million, it currently uses only comrn'on eouity,
and its federal-plus-state tax rate ls 40 percent. The CFO has estimated next yearls EBIT for 3

possible states of the world: Tk.5.2 million with a 0.25 probability, Tk.3.2 million with a 0.45
probability, and tk.800,000 with a 0.3 probability. Calculate Neal's expected ROE, standard
deviation, and coefficient of variation for each of the following debt ratios, and evaluate the
resu lts:

Debt ratio
30%
60%

lnterest rate
110/LL,/O

Ls%
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2. a. Explain brieflythe ideas behind the dividend irrelevance theory. What did MM assume about
taxes and brokerage costs when they developed their dividend irrelevance theory?
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b. The Pacific company plans to expand production capacity with a StO million investment in
plant arrd machinery. The firm wants to maintain a 40 percent debt-to-total-assets ratio in its
capital structure; it also wants to maintain its past dividend policy of distributing 45 percent
of last year's net income. ln 2005, net income was $5 million. How much external equity must
the Pacific seek at the br:ginning of 2006 to expand capacity as desired? Assume the firm uses
only debt and common equity in its capital structure.
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c. The company has a target capital structure that consists of 30% debt and
company expects that its capital budget for the upcoming year will be
company reports number of common stock 1,000,000, net income of tk.
follows residual dividend policy, what will be lts DpR and.DpS?

70% equity. The
Tk.5,000,000. tf

3,000,000 and it
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3. a. What do you mean by worl<ing capital policy and the concept of zero working capitai? z
b The Corporation turns out 4000 batteries a day at a cost of Tk.5 for materials and Tk.3 for

labor per battery. lt takes the firm 25 days to convert raw materials into a battery.:Company
allows its customers 45 days in which to pay for the batteries, and the firm generally pays its
suppliers in 35 days.

i. What is the length of company's cash conversion cycle?
ii. At a steady state in which company produces 4000 batteries a day, what dmount of

working capital must it finance? ::
'iii. lf the annual sales were tl(.565,250 and all sales are on credit, what is the firm's

investment in accounts receivable? 
:

iv. lf the annual sales were tk.565,250; what is the firm's investment in inventory and
how many times per year does the company turn over its inventory?

v. lts annual purchases are tl<.440,150. What is its average amount of accounts payable?
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